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Suiiznzary The rate of electronic energy transfer from
biacetyl triplets to CO(CN),(X)~-( X = CN-, MeCN,
pyridiae, N3-, H,O, or SCN-) is strongly dependent on
the energy of the first spin-allowed d-d transition of
CO(CN),(X)~-,and (for X = CN-, N3-, and SCN-) the
direct and sensitized photosubstitution yields are the
same, implying a common reactive state.
ELECTRONICALLY excited transition-metal complexes can
play a key role in the quenching process of organic triplet
excited states, as shown unequivocally by sensitizing the
emission of some CrrII complexes using benzill and biacetyl .2

C

containing quenchers, and we show here that the rate of
quenching of an organic triplet donor depends strongly on
the energy of the lowest spin-allowed d-d absorption band
of the metal complex acceptor. Contrary to organic
systems, the energy of the spin-forbidden emission for the
metal complex may not always be a good indication of
whether electronic energy transfer will occur a t n diffusioncontrolled rate.
I n the Table we summarize information obtained for
interaction of some cyanocobaltate(111) complexes with
biacetyl triplets in degassed aqueous solutions. f Direct
photoaquation quantum yields for some of the complexes

TABLE. Intevaction of cyanocobaltate(m) complexes with biacetyl triplets
Lowest spin-allowed
d-d transition
Complex
cni-1
kq~a/M-l
(Ddirect
(Dseneitizcd
CO(CN),~- . .
..
..
..
32,100
2.3 x lo2
0.31b
0.23’’
Co(CN)5(MeCN)2-. .
..
..
29,000
3.0 x 104
C
C
..
..
..
28,300
2-3 x 104
C
C
CO(CN),(PY)2..
..
26,100
1.4 x lo5
0-2s
0-22d
CO(CN),(N,)~..
C O ( C N ) ~ ( H ~ O ).~...
..
26,300
1.4 x 105
CO(CN),(SCN)~- . .
..
..
26,500
2.3 x 105
2.206
0.18d
Aquation quantum yield from ref. 5 ; we find @direct = 0.31 a t 313 nm, @sensitized = 0.23.
a Slope of plot of I,/I [quencher].
Not determined. d Disappearance quantum yields, 436 nm irradiation.

Additional, though less direct, evidence of electronic energy
transfer has been provided by several reports of sensitized
reactions of metal c o m p l e x e ~ . ~ -Deactivation
~
of organic
triplet excited states by metal complexes without electronic excitation of the quencher is also i m p ~ r t a n t
We have investigated the efficiency of the electronic excitation mechanism of deactivation of organic triplets by metal-

are included for comparison. Sensitization of Co(CN),(N3)3and CO(CN),(SCN)~-was not complicated by competing
direct absorption of the 436 nm light. Both of these
complexes exhibit12 intense charge-transfer bands in the U.V.
. enabling
~ ~ ~ ~ ~us~to~ use very small amounts of the complex while
still monitoring a significant change in absorbance since
Co(CN),(H,O) absorbs relatively ~ e a k 1 y . l ~The amount

,-

t Quenching data were obtained by monitoring room-temperature phosphorescence intensity of the biacetyl as a function of
quencher concentration. The fluorescence of biacetyl was unaffected. Emission measurements were made using an AmincoBowman spectrometer. Quantum yields for aquation were measured using a merry-go-round with appropriate filtering of a 450 W
Hanovia lamp. Actinometry was either benzil-sensitized isomerization of stilbene (for 436 nm) or direct trans -+ cis-stilbene
isomerization (for 313 nrn). Quantum yield for the direct isomerization of trans-stilbene is 0.50 and the benzil-sensitized trans + cis
reaction quantum yield is 0.52 lo (corrected for inter-system crossing in benzil of O-S7l1).
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of quenching by CO(CN),(N,)~-and CO(CN),(SCN)~-was energy to facilitate a vertical S -+T transition in Co(CN),3-.
virtually 100% a t the concentrations employed (ca. ~O-*M). Triplet acetone, however, which is a t least 5000 cm-l more
Quenching of the biacetyl phosphorescence by the metal energetic than triplet biacetyl,15 is quenched by Co(CN),3complexes obeyed the Stern-Volmer relationship. No at a diffusion-controlled rate and gives asens
= 0-23 for
evidence for complex formation between biacetyl and aquation.
CO(CN),(X)~was observed.
The CO(CN),(X)~complexes have spectroscopic states af
In agreement with Porter3 we find that biacetyl sensitizes lower energies than those for CO(CN),~-and quench bithe photoaquation of Co(CN),(X)S- complexes with efficien- acetyl triplets a t a correspondingly faster rate. The
cies very similar to the direct irradiation yields. The rate excited states produced in the direct irradiation undergo
of quenching is strongly dependent on the energy of the the same decay pathways as states produced by sensitization,
lowest observable d-d absorption band of CO(CN),(X)~- which is consistent with the formation of spectroscopic
(Table), even though all the complexes should have lower- triplet states by donors of triplet excitation.
This research was supported by the Directorate of Chemilying relaxed excited states than the biacetyl t r i ~ 1 e t . l ~The
key example here is Co(CN),3- which quenches slowly and cal Sciences, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and the
yet exhibits spin-forbidden emission a t an energy lower Army Research Office,Durham.
than biacetyl phosphorescence. Without thermal activation, the biacetyl triplet apparently does not have sufficient
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